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Abstract— How to effectively and efficiently extract valid
and reliable features from high-dimensional electroen-
cephalography (EEG), particularly how to fuse the spatial
and temporal dynamic brain information into a better feature
representation, is a critical issue in brain data analysis.
Most current EEG studies work in a task driven manner
and explore the valid EEG features with a supervised model,
which would be limited by the given labels to a great extent.
In this paper, we propose a practical hybrid unsupervised
deep convolutional recurrent generative adversarial net-
work based EEG feature characterization and fusion model,
which is termed as EEGFuseNet. EEGFuseNet is trained in
an unsupervised manner, and deep EEG features covering
both spatial and temporal dynamics are automatically char-
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acterized. Comparing to the existing features, the charac-
terized deep EEG features could be considered to be more
generic and independent of any specific EEG task. The
performance of the extracted deep and low-dimensional fea-
tures by EEGFuseNet is carefully evaluated in an unsuper-
vised emotion recognition application based on three public
emotion databases. The results demonstrate the proposed
EEGFuseNet is a robust and reliable model, which is easy
to train and performs efficiently in the representation and
fusion of dynamic EEG features. In particular, EEGFuseNet
is establishedas an optimal unsupervisedfusion model with
promising cross-subject emotion recognition performance.
It proves EEGFuseNet is capable of characterizing and fus-
ing deep features that imply comparative cortical dynamic
significance corresponding to the changing of different
emotion states, and also demonstrates the possibility of
realizing EEG based cross-subject emotion recognition in
a pure unsupervised manner.

Index Terms— Electroencephalography, information
fusion, hybrid deep encoder-decoder network, CNN-RNN-
GAN, unsupervised, emotion recognition.

I. INTRODUCTION

ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHY (EEG) is a vital mea-
surement of brain activity that could reflect the activities

of neuron dynamics originated from the central nervous system
and respond rapidly to different brain states [1]. Recently,
EEG based emotion recognition has become an increasingly
important topic for human emotion understanding, regulation,
and management [2]. However, due to the microvolt-range
amplitude of EEG, the collected EEG data is easily con-
taminated with noises (e.g., physiological artifacts or non-
physiological artifacts). In spite of the large number of studies
working on EEG-based emotion decoding, how to effectively
and efficiently extract valid and useful EEG features from the
collected data is still a big challenging. For example, how
to fuse the EEG signals collected at different brain locations
and at different time points in an efficient approach remains
unclear. In general, there are three types of information fusion
in the processing of EEG signals. (1) Fusion of spatial infor-
mation: based on the given time point(s), fuse the relationship
dynamics (e.g. correlation) of the EEG signals at different
brain regions. The commonly used methods include connec-
tivity [3], microstate [4], or other topographic analysis [5],
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[6], that interpret cortical region communication behavior
by assessing the interaction functions between cortical areas
and measuring the direction and strength of the interactions.
(2) Fusion of temporal information: at the specific brain
regions or EEG electrodes, truncate continuous time-series
EEG signals into short data segments and fuse the EEG
samples at different time points by calculating time-domain
features (such as statistical patterns and shape information),
frequency-domain features (such as power spectral features),
or time-frequency features. Two well-known examples are
short-time Fourier transform (STFT) [7] and wavelet analy-
sis [8], both of which compute time-frequency dynamics of
the data by performing successive calculations and measuring
the data interaction along the time. This type of fusion applies
to commonly used EEG features in the time-, frequency-,
or time-frequency domain at one specific electrode. (3) Fusion
of both spatial and temporal information: not only assess
cortical region interaction but also estimate dynamic cortical
involvement in a serial reaction time. Currently, a num-
ber of studies try to characterize both temporal and spatial
information in a sequential approach, in which the temporal
information is characterized from EEG data at each electrode
in the first step and the spatial information is characterized
in the second step by measuring the relationship between any
two electrodes or among a set of electrodes in terms of the
characterized temporal information at each EEG electrode in
the first step. Although it is possible to estimate spatial features
and temporal features, such an approach would be limited
by the pre-defined sequential relationship between the spatial
and temporal information and fail to effectively extract and
fuse useful but latent information from a joint temporal-spatial
domain. Thus, it is still a substantial challenge in current
feature extraction methods for EEG signals considering the
factors of validity and reliability, which needs to be tackled
urgently.

Deep learning in neural networks provides a good solution
to characterize and fuse deep semantic features from the
input data and has achieved tremendous success in solving
EEG based emotion decoding problems [9]–[13]. For exam-
ple, Jirayucharoensak et al. [9] introduced a deep learning
network with a stack of three autoencoders and two soft-
max classifiers to perform EEG-based emotion classification,
where an improvement of a three-level emotion classification
(arousal: 46.03%; valence: 49.52%) was demonstrated under
a comparison with two baseline methods (support vector
machine (SVM) and na‘̀ıve Bayes). Zheng and Lu [10] con-
structed deep belief networks (DBNs) to investigate the critical
frequency bands and channels in EEG signals and select the
optimal ones by considering the weight distribution learnt from
the trained DBNs. Song et al. [12] presented a novel dynamic
graph convolutional neural network (DGCNN) to solve a
multichannel EEG emotion recognition problem, where the
discriminant EEG features as well as the intrinsic relationship
were learnt. This model manifested that a non-linear deep
neural network (DNN) is a powerful tool in solving EEG
signals which are highly non-linear in nature. Cimtay and
Ekmekcioglu [13] adopted a pretrained state-of-the-art CNN,
InceptionResnetV2, to extract useful and hidden features from

the raw EEG signals. In these studies, the effectiveness of
deep feature extraction and representation on EEG signals has
been well demonstrated. However, all the above-mentioned
studies were supervised learning based, where a great size
of training samples with emotion labels was highly required,
especially for deep networks. For example, a smaller size
of training samples would make the deep network fail to
generalize well due to the overfitting problem. Not only the
network design but also the sample size would significantly
affect the network performance. Unlike multimedia sources
which can be easily obtained from social media platforms like
YouTube, it is unrealistic to collect a huge number of EEG
signals from different participants and manually annotate each
sample with emotional labels in the real-world application
scenarios. Also, there is a risk to induce “label noise” during
the sample annotation process [14]. Unsupervised learning
would provide a more natural approach to decode EEG sig-
nals and is more aligned with human learning mechanism
that requires useful information from the available samples
without any associated teachers [15]. How to appropriately
characterize EEG signals is one of the most important part in
an unsupervised EEG decoding model, which should be able to
explore an optimal feature set and achieve a good unsupervised
learning performance even in the absence of label guidance.
An improper feature representation would lead to a wrong esti-
mation of relationship structure among the samples. Recently,
Liang et al. [16] introduced a novel hypergraph-based unsu-
pervised EEG decoding model for human emotion recog-
nition using traditional and shallow EEG features such as
statistical features, Hjorth features, frequency bandpowers,
energy and entropy properties. Unfortunately, traditional and
shallow features mostly rely on heuristics, prior knowledge
and experience, and the modelling performance would be
limited. Also, traditional features may fail to efficiently elicit
the complicated and non-linear patterns from the raw EEG
data.

There is now a need for valid and reliable deep feature
extraction method for time-series high-dimensional EEG sig-
nals (a number of electrodes placed along the scalp × sampling
points at a high sampling rate) under an information fusion of
spatial and temporal cortical dynamics, and meet this need in
an unsupervised manner. Emerging progress in unsupervised
based encoder-decoder networks (the basic ideas of a deep
encoder-decoder architecture are introduced in Appendix A
of Supplementary Materials1) has offered a huge success in
feature characterization and representation for images [17],
videos [18], and audios [19]. The encoder-decoder struc-
tures perform excellently in the aspects of highly non-linear
feature extraction. Wen and Zhang [20] proposed a deep
autoencoder based DNN to learn low-dimensional features
from high-dimensional EEG data in an unsupervised manner
and adopted several commonly used supervised classifiers
to demonstrate an improvement of the detection accuracy
could be achieved. Similarly, considering the non-stationary
and chaotic behavior of the high-dimensional EEG signals,

1https://drive.google.com/file/d/1pIphu7LD5MrHsN6GRy1-
xZcc9CtV24tm/view?usp=sharing
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Shoeibi et al. [21] developed a convolutional autoencoder for
EEG feature learning and showed an accurate and reliable
performance in a computer-aided diagnosis system. Instead
of directly using EEG raw signals, Tabar and Halici [22]
converted high-dimensional EEG data to two-dimensional
images by STFT and fed into a stack autoencoder network
to solve a classification problem. In this study, we propose a
novel unsupervised EEG feature extraction method (termed
as EEGFuseNet below) and solve the emotion recognition
problem using hypergraph theory. The proposed EEGFuseNet
based hypergraph decoding framework includes two parts.
(1) EEGFuseNet. An efficient hybrid deep encoder-decoder
network architecture is proposed to characterize non-stationary
time-series EEG signals. The joint-information of spatial and
temporal dynamics is fused in an effective manner and the
useful but latent spatial-temporal dynamic information are
characterized. The proposed hybrid network incorporates dif-
ferent sources of feature information through integrating CNN,
recurrent neural network (RNN) and generative adversarial
network (GAN) in a smart hybrid manner. Specifically, based
on the features extracted by CNN from raw EEG signals, RNN
is adopted to enhance the feature representation by exploring
the potential feature relationships at temporal adjacencies.
To improve the training performance, GAN is incorporated
to improve the training process of the CNN-RNN network
through dynamic updates in an unsupervised manner, which
is potentially beneficial to high-quality feature generation. The
extracted deep features could represent the spatial relationship
among the channels and the dependencies of the signals
collected at adjacent time points. (2) Hypergraph decoding
model. An effective hypergraph decoding model is developed
to classify emotions based on the characterized deep features,
where the complex relations of brain dynamics under various
emotion statuses are measured and the EEG-based emotion
classification problem is solved. Specifically, we measure the
sample relationships in terms of the characterized deep fea-
tures in the hypergraph construction, where the EEG samples
that share similar properties are connected by hyperedges (the
hyperedges are more flexible to describe group relationships).
Following the hypergraph partitioning rule, the hypergraph
Laplacian is then computed and optimized, where the con-
nections among the hyperedges that share similar properties
are grouped into one cluster while the connections among
the hyperedges that share different properties are grouped into
different clusters.

We evaluate the performance of the proposed EEGFuseNet
based hypergraph decoding framework with an emotion recog-
nition application on three well-known public databases and
compare to the other state-of-the-art methods. The results show
the generalizability of the proposed unsupervised framework
is established and the individual difference is well solved in
the cross-subject task. Regardless of the existing deep unsuper-
vised EEG networks, to our knowledge, there is no example of
studies where a solid and thorough exploration on hybrid deep
configuration for converting high-dimensional EEG signals
to low-dimensional valid and reliable feature representation
in a fusion and unsupervised manner has been conducted.
The proposed EEGFuseNet together with hypergraph decoding

would be beneficial to brain decoding applications and offer
a pure unsupervised framework for EEG feature extraction,
fusion and classification for other use-cases. The major nov-
elties of this work are as follows. (1) A hybrid unsupervised
deep EEGFuseNet is proposed, which serves as a fundamental
framework for high-dimensional EEG feature characterization
and fusion. A valid and reliable deep EEG feature representa-
tion is formed to cover both spatial and temporal dynamics in
brain activities, under a consideration of cortical region inter-
actions and cortical involvement in a serial reaction time. (2) A
unified unsupervised EEGFuseNet based hypergraph decoding
framework is established, and its feasibility and effectiveness
in solving brain decoding applications are demonstrated. (3)
A cross-individual task of EEG-based emotion recognition is
employed to validate the generality of the proposed unified
unsupervised framework on three famous affective databases
for the individual difference problem which is common in
brain studies. On all three databases, the proposed method
outperforms the existing unsupervised methods and achieves a
comparable performance comparing to the existing supervised
methods without transfer learning strategy.

II. METHODOLOGY

In this section, we introduce the proposed EEGFuseNet with
the corresponding design and configuration and explain how to
efficiently characterize non-stationary high-dimensional EEG
signals in an unsupervised manner. An overall EEG pre-
processing is first conducted on the collected raw EEG sig-
nals to remove noises such as physiological artifacts (e.g.
ocular activity and muscle activity) and non-physiological
artifacts (e.g. AC electrical and electromagnetic inferences).
A full explanation of EEG preprocessing steps is provided
in Appendix B of Supplementary Materials. After preprocess-
ing, the EEG data at each trial is further partitioned into a
number of segments with a fixed length. A segment-based
EEG data is denoted as X ∈ RC×T , representing the signals
collected from the electrode channels (C) at a period of time
points (T ). Next, X is treated as the input to the proposed
hybrid EEGFuseNet and the corresponding deep features are
characterized and fused based on unsupervised learning. The
proposed EEGFuseNet mitigates the limitations of the existing
state-of-the-art feature extraction and fusion methods and
provides a number of practical benefits, for example, easy
modification and simple training, for EEG signals collected
under different environment variables in various applications.
Next, the proposed hybrid deep encoder-decoder network
architecture will be illustrated in details. More precisely,
we will introduce (1) how to construct the basic architecture
of the proposed EEGFuseNet from the classical CNN, (2)
how to incorporate GAN into the CNN-based network to
generate high-quality features, (3) how to incorporate RNN
into the CNN-GAN based network to better fuse both temporal
and spatial information and develop the final architecture of
EEGFuseNet.

A. CNN Based

In a typical CNN based deep encoder-decoder network,
the encoder consists of convolution layers for extracting useful
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information from the given input (X) and converting it into
a single dimensional vector (hidden vector), and the decoder
consists of deconvolutional layers for upscaling the encoder
feature maps and transferring the hidden vector to the gen-
erated output (Y ) [23]. Through maximizing the similarity
between X and Y (in other words, minimizing the loss function
given as L(X, Y ) = �X − Y�2

2), the autoencoder structure is
jointly trained and the learnt hidden vector is considered as
an informative latent feature representation of X and used for
further data analysis and modelling. Noteworthy, the autoen-
coder architecture is a self-learning paradigm, which does not
require any labeling information during training process and
is significantly easier to train comparing to the other common
feature extraction architectures [24], [25]. Thus, it would be
suitable to solve the small size problem of EEG data with
label missing.

For time-series EEG signals, both spatial and temporal
information are important which represents the relationships of
the brain activities at different brain locations and the changing
dynamics of brain patterns along the time. Inspired from
EEGNet structure [26], a CNN based deep encoder-decoder
network is developed as shown in Fig. 1. A sequential two-
dimensional convolutional layers are implemented to generate
feature maps covering EEG spatial information at different
frequency bands, where the filter length is the half of the
sampling rate of input data. Batch normalization (BN) is
adopted to normalize each training mini-batch and speed
up network training process by reducing internal covariate
shift. The activation function, exponential linear units (ELU),
is added in convolutional and deconvolutional layers for
model fitting improvement. Notably, as the input EEG signals
consist of channels and time points (X ∈ RC×T ), two-
dimensional convolution functions are adopted here, instead
of one-dimensional convolution function. In the architecture,
the encoder performs convolution and down-sampling, while
the decoder performs deconvolution and up-sampling to recon-
struct the input EEG signals. The main possible benefits of
the multiply convolution layers include: (1) compact, com-
prehensive and complete EEG pattern characterization from
different dimensions; (2) relationship explorations within and
between the extracted feature maps and feature fusion in
an optimal approach; (3) less parameters to fit with the
implementation of subsampling layers. Thus, the design of the
convolution layers could be capable of providing an efficient
way to learn spatial-temporal dynamics from time-series EEG
signals collected at different brain locations and integrate the
sample points to a compact and deep feature representation
vector which has been demonstrated to be useful for accurate
and efficient data description [27], [28]. This network could
offer a baseline for unsupervised deep feature characterization
and fusion. Specifically, the encoder network consists of 4
convolution layers. The weights in the training process are
initialized randomly. In the design of an encoder-decoder
architecture, each encoder layer would have a corresponding
decoder layer. Thus, there are also 4 deconvolution layers in
decoder part. The final decoder output is to reconstruct the
input EEG signals with minimized difference. In the model
training process, we use the mean squared error (MSE) as the

Fig. 1. An illustration of the CNN based encoder-decoder network.

objective function to measure the difference between the input
EEG signals X ∈ RC×T and the reconstructed EEG signals
Y ∈ RC×T from the estimated deep features by the network,
given as loss = �X − Y�2

2. A perfect model would have a
loss of 0. The specific architecture details are presented in
Appendix C of Supplementary Materials (Table S1).

B. Hybrid CNN-GAN Based

A traditional encoder-decoder network is easy to train, but
the generated features would be with low quality [29]. Many
researches have proven GAN could be capable of generating
features with high quality from sequential data [30]–[32].
A general encoder-decoder pipeline with GAN includes a gen-
erator (encoder-decoder network) and a discriminator, where
the generator is response to reconstruct EEG signals from the
extracted deep features and the discriminator is to distinguish
whether the input EEG signals is a fake one generated by the
generator or a real one collected from human brain. To further
learn the complex structures of the non-stationary time-series
EEG data, a hybrid encoder-decoder architecture incorporating
CNN and GAN is developed. On the basis of the CNN-
based encoder-decoder network presented in Section II-A,
we further develop a hybrid CNN-GAN based deep encoder-
decoder network. In the construction of the hybrid CNN-GAN
based network, the generator is CNN-based encoder-decoder
network as shown in Fig. 1. The discriminator architecture
is the same as the discriminator used in the final proposed
EEGFuseNet (Fig. 2). More specific configurations about the
designed discriminator are reported in Appendix C of Supple-
mentary Materials (Table S2).

In the training process, the generator G characterizes the
latent feature representation (o) of the sequential EEG signals
X and the discriminator D(X, G(X)) ∈ [0, 1] measures the
probability that the input (real training sample X or synthe-
sized fake sample G(X) produced by the generator) is real or
fake. The objective function in the training process is to build a
good D that is capable of discriminating the real sample from
the generated fake samples and at the same time develop a
good G that can produce a fake sample which is as similar as
possible to the real ones (two-player minimax game). In the
training process, the discriminator inputs are pairs of X and
G(X). The objective function is given as

LG AN (G, D) = EX [log D(X)] + EX log [1 − D(G(X))], (1)
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where the first part log D(X) is the discriminator output
for real sample X and the second part D(G(X)) is the
discriminator output for the generated fake sample based on
the estimated o. Together with the objective function of G,

L1(G) = �X − G(X))�2
2, (2)

the overall objective function of the hybrid CNN-GAN net-
work is given as

L = arg min
G

max
D

(LG AN (G, D) + λL1(G)). (3)

C. Hybrid CNN-RNN-GAN Based (EEGFuseNet)

According to the nature of EEG signals, there should
possess a hierarchical structure with complex dependencies
between the extracted features at different time points. The
extracted feature at each time point should not be considered
as an independent and isolated point. In the existing works,
encoder-decoder models based on RNNs, LSTM and gated
recurrent neural networks (GRUs) have recently demonstrated
impressive feature characterization performance on sequen-
tial data [33]–[35]. To enhance the feature representation of
time-series EEG signals, we extend the CNN-GAN based
network to a hybrid architecture and extract EEG features
by exploiting the advantages of both recurrent and convolu-
tional networks. As shown in Fig. 2, the encoder consists of
convolutional layers to extract features from EEG signals at
every time point (shallow feature extraction) and the recurrent
layers encode the extracted features at every time point to an
entire feature representation of the whole input EEG signals
(deep feature extraction). The decoder consists of recurrent
layers to predict the features at each time point from the
output of encoder and deconvolutional layers to reconstruct
the features to the original EEG signals. During the EEG
processing, the informative features covering both spatial and
temporal dynamics are characterized in an effective fusion
approach from a joint temporal-spatial domain.

In the hybrid CNN-RNN-GAN based network, the con-
volution and deconvolution layers in the shallow feature
extraction are the same as the designed CNN based network
(Fig. 1). Based on the generated feature maps (the rows and
columns refer to the features from channels and time points)
in the shallow feature extraction part, the sequential features
are characterized in the deep feature extraction part. In the
recurrent layers (RNN network), the basic building modules
for learning spatial dependencies between neighbors are the
LSTM units. Due to the sophisticated training of LSTM,
a GRU was proposed [36], which is similar to LSTM that
modulates the flow of intimation inside the gating unit without
separate memory cell. It has been evident that GRU has
shown comparable performance as LSTM on machine learning
tasks, with less parameters required [37]. To achieve a higher
computation efficiency, we employ a bidirectional GRU in the
implementation which is defined as

zt = σ(W (z)xt + U (z)ht−1 + b(z), (4)

rt = σ(W (r)xt + U (r)ht−1 + b(r), (5)

ĥt = φ(W (h)xt + U (h)(rt � ht−1) + b(h)) (6)

ht = (1 − zt ) � ht−1 + zt � ĥt (7)

where xt (t ∈ [1, T ]) is the input and ht (t ∈ [1, T ]) is the
output. T is the total length of the data. W (z), W (r), W (h),
U (z), U (r), and U (h) are weight matrices and b(z), b(r), b(h)

are biases, which are learnt in the training process. zt , rt and
ĥt are update gate vector, reset gate vector and hidden state
vector, respectively. σ and φ are sigmoid and tangent function.
� is an element-wise multiplication. In the implementation,
the forward and backward recurrent layers iteratively work
on the time point based feature vectors in a sequence and
compute the corresponding forward and backward sequences
of hidden state vectors. Specifically, the data {x1, x2, . . . , xT }
is input to the bidirectional GRU in a forward and backward
sequences, respectively. Here, the hidden layer of the forward
and backward GRU are denoted as [h f

1 , h f
2 , . . . , h f

T ] and
[hb

1, hb
2, . . . , hb

T ]. The outputs of forward and backward GRU
at the time point t are given as

h f
t = G RU(xt , h f

t−1), (8)

hb
t = G RU(xt , hb

t−1). (9)

The output of the bidirection GRU at t point is given
as at = h f

t ⊕ hb
t , where ⊕ indicates vector concatenation.

Finally, the generated deep feature representation vector (o) is
denoted as o = (a1, . . . , at , . . . , aT ) and the sequential feature
information is captured. For the purpose of EEG feature
characterization and fusion, the input EEG signals are first
characterized as a sequence of feature vectors at each time
point t after the convolutional layers (considered as spatial
dynamic characterization) and then sequential features are
learnt by recurrent layers to synthesize the past and future
dynamic information of time-series EEG signals (considered
as temporal dynamic characterization). Thus, the extracted
o, which is treated as the deep EEG features to be used in
the following unsupervised EEG decoding, can represent the
entire input EEG signals cross timepoints covering not only
the EEG characteristics but also the EEG characteristics in
the sequential information. To improve the implementation
efficiency, we update the input of GRU from batch to batch
in the training process, where one batch includes a continuous
EEG signals at a certain time gap. The specific configurations
about the generator in the hybrid CNN-RNN-GAN based
encoder-decoder network are presented in Appendix C of
Supplementary Materials (Table S3). This architecture suc-
cessfully fuses the extracted feature representations at different
deep levels, at different brain locations, and at different time
points, which would be beneficial to the representation of
spatial and temporal dynamics in the non-stationary time-
series EEG signals.

D. Unsupervised Based Hypergraph Decoding Model

To solve a pure unsupervised learning based cross-subject
EEG-based emotion decoding problem, we introduce the
hypergraph theory [38] to realize emotion classification. The
EEG samples are treated as vertices and a hypergraph is
constructed based on the relationship among these vertices in
terms of EEG characteristics. Here, the similarity among the
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Fig. 2. The architecture design of the proposed EEGFuseNet. Here, {p1, p2, . . . ,pT} and {q1, q2, . . . , qT} are the CNN and reconstructed CNN
features extracted from all the channels at each single time point.

EEG samples is calculated based on the characterized features
by EEGFuseNet and the hyperedges are formed to connect
a number of EEG samples based on the calculated similarity
distributions. Different from a simple graph, a hypergraph is
capable of connecting a couple of vertices (more than two)
that share similar properties, presenting more general types of
relations, and revealing more complex hidden structures than
single connections. The emotion classification is realized by
partitioning the constructed hypergraph into a specific number
of classes, through computing the hypergraph Laplacian and
solving it with an optimal eigenspace. The constructed hyper-
graph is then divided into a number of classes and each class
indicates one emotion status. For more details, please refer to
Appendix D of Supplementary Materials.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The simultaneously recorded EEG signals are used to
recognize the corresponding emotion statuses, which has
been proved to be effective in tackling with the great deal
of complexity and variability in emotions. In this section,
we fully evaluate the ability of the proposed EEGFuseNet
based hypergraph decoding framework on the application of
emotion recognition.

A. Benchmarking

We conduct extensive experiments on three EEG databases,
including DEAP [39], MAHNOB-HCI [40], and SEED [10],
all of which are commonly used for EEG-based emotion
recognition evaluation. In all three databases, the emotions
are defined by the dimensional emotion model, i.e. valence,
arousal, dominance, liking and predictability. The validity
and reliability of the proposed unsupervised framework are
fully evaluated, and the performance of unsupervised emotion
recognition on different emotion dimensions is carefully quan-
tified and compared with the literature.

The DEAP database was composed of 32 subjects’ EEG
emotion data. For each subject, different specific and strong
emotions were evoked by 40 selected music videos, each
having a duration of 60s, and the corresponding subjective
feedbacks on different emotion dimensions (valence, arousal,
dominance, and liking) were given for each music video.
EEG signals were recorded at a sampling rate of 512Hz from
32 active AgCl electrode sites according to the international
10-20 system placement. To cross-compare with the other
studies, we use a fixed threshold of 5 for each emotion
dimension to discretize the subjective feedbacks into two
classes (low and high).

The MAHNOB-HCI database included a total of 30 sub-
jects, whose EEG data were recorded using Biosemi active
II system with 32 Ag/AgCl electrodes at a sampling rate
of 256Hz. Twenty film clips were selected to evoke emotions
and the subjective feedback was given using a score in the
range of 1 to 9. In the model evaluation, a fixed threshold
of 5 is used to discretize the subjective feedback into binaries
for each emotion dimension (valence, arousal, dominance, and
predictability).

The SEED database included 15 subjects’ 62-channel EEG
data collected when they were viewing 15 film clips with
an average duration around 4 min. The data sampling rate
was downsampled to 200Hz. Three emotions were elicited,
including negative, neural and positive.

B. Experiment Protocols

To avoid information leaking in the evaluation process,
we conduct a leave-one-subject-out cross-validation (LOOCV)
subject-independent evaluation protocol on the three databases,
where the training and test data are from different subjects
and no information overlap exists. Take the DEAP database
as an example. We use 31 subjects’ data for training and
the remaining 1 subject’s data for testing and repeat the
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validation process until each subject is treated as the test data
for once. In other words, we repeat 32 times and calculate
the final cross-validation performance as an average of all the
obtained testing results. This validation method provides a fair
evaluation of the cross-subject model performance that could
accurately estimate the possible recognition accuracies of the
newly coming data from new subjects. For comparison with
other studies, the decoding performance is evaluated using
recognition accuracy Pacc and F1-Score Pf . Considering the
emotion dimensions in the dimensional emotion model are
independent to each other, the leave-one-subject-out cross-
validation subject-independent evaluation process is separately
conducted on each single emotion dimension and the corre-
sponding results are analyzed.

C. Network Training

Not like the media data used in deep learning studies,
EEG database is relatively small. The challenge of network
training is to well train the network to extract sufficient EEG
features and avoid the over-fitting problem. To increase the
sample size, each trial is further segmented into a number
of segments with a fixed length of 1s. Take DEAP database
as an example. Each trial length is 60s, so the number of
segments of one trial is equal to 60. Thus, the total sample
size is increased from 1280 (32 subjects × 40 videos) to
76800 (32 subjects × 40 trials × 60 segments). In the train-
ing process, to avoid information leaking, the segments from
one video would all be considered as training data or test
data. The weight parameters in convolution layers are ini-
tialized with the uniform distribution based on Glorot ini-
tialization [41]. We run 100 training epochs and perform
validation stopping. The model weights that generated the
lowest validation set loss are saved as the final parameters. The
Adam optimizer is with a momentum of 0.9. The mini-batch
stochastic gradient descent (SGD) method with a fixed learn-
ing rate of 0.001 for generator and of 0.0002 for discriminator
is used. Here, the mini-batch size is equal to 128. All the
models are trained on an NVIDIA GeForce RTX 2080 GPU,
with CUDA 10.0 using the Pytorch API.

On the other hand, due to the computation complexity of the
hypergraph construction process, it is very time-consuming to
measure the similarity relationships among all the available
samples. To improve the computation efficiency in model
implementation, we introduce a learning strategy for tackling
the computation complexity issue. Specifically, in one round
of cross-validation for DEAP database, all the samples from
1 subject are treated as test data (in total 1 subject ×
40 trials × 60 segments = 2400 samples) and the samples
from the other 31 subjects are used as training data candidates.
Then, η% samples are randomly selected from the training
data candidates (31 subjects × 40 trials × 60 segments =
74400 samples) and are then used to construct a hypergraph
with the test data (2400 samples). Through this approach,
the computation efficiency is largely improved. More details
about the implementation process are presented in Appen-
dix E of Supplementary Materials. Under a consideration
of computation efficiency and performance stability, in the

implementation the feature size � and hyperedge size κ in
hypergraph construction and partitioning are set to 64 and 5,
while the selected rate η in model learning is given to 10.

D. Evaluation on DEAP Database

It is well known that, even evaluating on the same database,
different evaluation protocols would lead to a great difference
in the results. Generally speaking, the validation methods
affect the obtained performance as: (1) supervised vs. unsu-
pervised: supervised methods would have a better result than
unsupervised methods, as label information is used for model
training in the supervised methods; (2) subject-dependent vs.
subject-independent: subject-dependent evaluation methods
would have a better performance than subject-independent
evaluation methods, as individual difference is not considered
in the subject-dependent evaluation methods; (3) k-fold CV
vs. video-level LOOCV: k-fold CV methods would have a
better performance than video-level LOOCV methods, as it
would exist the possibility of having the training and test
data from the same video stimulus in the k-fold CV methods;
(4) video-level LOOCV vs. subject-level LOOCV: video-
level LOOCV methods would have a better performance
than subject-level LOOCV methods, as it would exist the
possibility of having the training and test data from the
same subject in the video-level LOOCV methods. Table I
reports the performance comparisons with the existing lit-
erature, where the corresponding validation approaches are
clearly described. The results show that the proposed EEG-
FuseNet based hypergraph decoding framework performs a
close emotion recognition performance, comparing to the
other supervised methods. It is reasonable that unsupervised
methods perform poor than supervised methods. For the
unsupervised method presented in [16], the original adopted
evaluation protocol was subject-dependent leave-one-video-
out cross-validation, where cross-subject performance was
not considered. To have a fair comparison between our
proposed method and Liang et al. ’s work [16], we evalu-
ate their work using leave-one-subject-out cross-validation
subject-independent protocol (same as the one used for our
proposed method) and report the results in Table I. The com-
parison results demonstrate our proposed method outperforms
Liang et al. ’s work, where both Pacc and Pf significantly
increase from 54.30 to 56.44 and 53.45 to 70.83 for valence,
from 55.55 to 58.55 and from 52.77 from 72.00 for arousal,
from 57.03 to 61.71 and from 52.84 to 74.32 for dominance,
and from 58.91 to 65.89 and from 59.99 to 78.46 for liking.
The average increase rates of Pacc and Pf are 7.35% and
35.10%, respectively. The results also reveal that, comparing to
handcrafted features that were used in [16], the characterized
deep features by EEGFuseNet could be less sensitive to the
individual differences.

E. Evaluation on MAHNOB-HCI Database

We perform a binary classification task to evaluate the
emotion recognition performance of each emotion dimen-
sion on MAHNOB-HCI database. The emotion recogni-
tion performance using leave-one-subject-out cross-validation
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TABLE I
EMOTION RECOGNITION PERFORMANCE ON DEAP DATABASE

TABLE II
EMOTION RECOGNITION PERFORMANCE ON MAHNOB-HCI

DATABASE

subject-independent protocol is summarized in Table II. The
results show our proposed method achieve a comparable per-
formance comparing to the other supervised methods, where
the recognition accuracies (Pacc) of valence, arousal, domi-
nance, and predictability are 60.64%, 62.06%, 67.08% and
74.63% and the corresponding F1-Scores (Pf ) are 72.18%,
62.05%, 76.65%, and 83.61%.

F. Evaluation on SEED Database

For the model evaluation on SEED database, two classifi-
cation tasks are performed: 2-class (an emotion recognition
of negative and positive) and 3-class (an emotion recognition
of negative, neural and positive). A subject-independent leave-
one-subject-out cross-validation evaluation method is used and
the corresponding results are summarized in Table III. In the
model comparison, the results show the supervised model
with transfer learning strategy (both training and test data
are used for model learning) perform the best, where the
3-class classification accuracy is around 80%. Our proposed
unsupervised method achieves a comparable result comparing
to the supervised model without transfer learning strategy
(only training data is used for model learning), where the

TABLE III
EMOTION RECOGNITION PERFORMANCE ON SEED DATABASE

3-class classification accuracy is 59.06% for unsupervised
method and 58.23% for supervised method. As most of current
studies on SEED database are based on transfer learning strat-
egy, the presented supervised result without transfer learning
strategy was a baseline method reported in [58] for comparing
the performance with and without transfer learning strategy.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

To fully study the model performance, we compare our
proposed method with the existing feature representation
methods and decoding methods. Also, we conduct an abla-
tion study to show the effectiveness of the modules in the
feature characterization and fusion scheme in EEGFuseNet.
Besides Pacc and Pf , we introduce the normalized mutual
information (NMI) as another performance metric to compare
the evaluation performance and check the corresponding clus-
tering quality. It is worth note that all the model performance
evaluations are conducted using leave-one-subject-out cross-
validation subject-independent evaluation protocol.

A. Performance Comparison With Different Feature
Representation Methods

We compare the feature characterization ability of EEG-
FuseNet with the commonly used traditional EEG features in
the literature, such as time domain features, power spectral
features, and differential entropy features. Time domain fea-
tures characterize the statistical patterns, Hjorth features and
shape information of time-series EEG data; power spectral
features characterize the spectral powers at different frequency
bands; and differential entropy features characterize the dif-
ferential entropy at different frequency bands. More details
about the traditional EEG feature characterization can be
found in Appendix F of Supplementary Materials. To make
the results comparable, the extracted traditional features and
the EEGFuseNet features are mapped to the same feature
dimensionality and input to the hypergraph decoding model to
realize emotion recognition. The parameters in the hypergraph
decoding model are the same as the proposed method, where
κ and η values are set to 5 and 10, respectively. We evaluate
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TABLE IV
EMOTION RECOGNITION PERFORMANCE WITH TRADITIONAL EEG FEATURES USING LEAVE-ONE-SUBJECT-OUT CROSS-VALIDATION

SUBJECT-INDEPENDENT PROTOCOL ON DEAP DATABASE

TABLE V
EMOTION RECOGNITION PERFORMANCE WITH TRADITIONAL EEG FEATURES USING LEAVE-ONE-SUBJECT-OUT CROSS-VALIDATION

SUBJECT-INDEPENDENT PROTOCOL ON MAHNOB-HCI DATABASE

TABLE VI
EMOTION RECOGNITION PERFORMANCE WITH TRADITIONAL EEG
FEATURES USING LEAVE-ONE-SUBJECT-OUT CROSS-VALIDATION

SUBJECT-INDEPENDENT PROTOCOL ON SEED DATABASE

the performance on three public databases and present the
results in Table IV, Table V and Table VI. The results indicate
that the EEGFuseNet features achieve the best performance
on all three databases compared with time domain features,
power spectral features, and differential entropy features. Both
Pacc and P f values of EEGFuseNet are significantly higher
than the traditional features on all three databases. The NMI
values of EEGFuseNet are higher than the traditional features
on MAHNOB-HCI and SEED databases. However, for DEAP
database, the obtained NMI values of EEGFuseNet are lower
than that of traditional features. One possible reason could
be that the biased sample distribution problem of low and
high classes in DEAP database makes the unstable and unex-
pectable results in NMI values. The above results demonstrate
EEGFuseNet achieves an overall better performance that the
other feature representation methods, integrating both spatial
and temporal dynamic characteristics in EEG signals.

B. Performance Comparison With Different Decoding
Models

We evaluate the robustness of the proposed unsupervised
hypergraph decoding model by comparing to the state-
of-the-art decoding methods. For example, simple graph
based method, principal component analysis (PCA) and
K-means clustering method (PCA+Kmeans), K-nearest neigh-
bors (KNN) algorithm, robust continuous clustering method

(RCC) [63], and directed graph based agglomerative algorithm
(AGDL) [64]. PCA+Kmeans and KNN are two baseline
methods. Simple graph works with pair-wise relationship
measurement. RCC is a clustering algorithm by optimizing
a continuous objective based on robust estimation. AGDL is
an agglomerative clustering method based on a direct graph,
where the product of average indegree and average outdegree
was measured to guarantee the stability of cluster results.
Another recently popular unsupervised method presented by
Yang et al. [65] was not included in this comparison, because
Yang et al. ’s work was an image-based end-to-end learning
framework to learn effective features and implement clusters
jointly, which is hard to separate the clustering part from
the framework and directly extend to EEG tasks. To make
the results comparable, the used EEG features are extracted
from the proposed EEGFuseNet with same parameter set-
tings. The performance comparisons are conducted on all
three databases, and the corresponding results are reported
in Table VII, Table VIII, and Table IX. Through comparing
the emotion recognition performance on different emotion
dimensions and different databases, the results show that our
proposed unsupervised hypergraph decoding model achieves
the most robust results across different subjects, different
trials and different experimental environments. Comparing to
pair-wise relationship measurement in simple graph, hyper-
graph construction and partitioning could be more benefi-
cial to describe the complex hidden relationships of EEG
data in decoding problems. For the other decoding methods,
the recognition results are similar to simple graph’s. These
results verify a simple unsupervised method is not suitable
for solving the complex and difficult decoding problems using
high-dimensional EEG signals.

C. Ablation Study

The effectiveness of each component in our proposed EEG-
FuseNet is fully validated in an ablation study based on
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TABLE VII
EMOTION RECOGNITION PERFORMANCE WITH THE STATE-OF-THE-ART DECODING METHODS USING LEAVE-ONE-SUBJECT-OUT

CROSS-VALIDATION SUBJECT-INDEPENDENT PROTOCOL ON DEAP DATABASE

TABLE VIII
EMOTION RECOGNITION PERFORMANCE WITH THE STATE-OF-THE-ART DECODING METHODS USING LEAVE-ONE-SUBJECT-OUT

CROSS-VALIDATION SUBJECT-INDEPENDENT PROTOCOL ON MAHNOB-HCI DATABASE

three different databases. EEGFuseNet is built upon CNN-
based encoder-decoder with two additional modules: GAN
for model performance enhancement and RNN for tem-
poral feature dynamic measurement. In the ablation study,
we compare our proposed EEGFuseNet with three variant
models:

• CNN based: only the basic CNN based encoder-decoder;
• CNN-GAN based: the CNN based encoder-decoder with

only GAN module;
• CNN-RNN based: the CNN based encoder-decoder with

only RNN module.

The corresponding unsupervised based emotion recognition
performance of ablation study on different emotion dimen-
sions and three different databases are reported in Table X,
Table XI, and Table XII. Note here the performance is only
affected by the characterized EEG features using different
network configurations, where the utilized hypergraph decod-
ing model is the same. The results show that EEGFuseNet
outperforms these variant models, which is more capable of
characterizing and fusing emotion related deep EEG features
in a high quality and achieving better cross-subject based emo-
tion recognition performance. Besides, the benefit of hybrid
methods is also demonstrated. The hybrid networks (CNN-
GAN based, CNN-RNN based, and CNN-RNN-GAN based)
outperform the single model (CNN based). These results show
hybrid networks are more flexible and stable to handle the data
diversity issue and are more beneficial to high-quality EEG
feature characterization and information fusion across spatial
and temporal dynamics.

D. Hyperparameter Effect

The effect of the hyperparameters in the proposed
EEGFuseNet based hypergraph decoding framework on the
emotion recognition performance is also validated. For EEG-
FuseNet, we test input size effect on model performance. Take
DEAP database as an example. We adjust the input data size
of EEGFuseNet from 32 × 128 to 32 × 512 and summarize

TABLE IX
EMOTION RECOGNITION PERFORMANCE WITH THE

STATE-OF-THE-ART DECODING METHODS USING

LEAVE-ONE-SUBJECT-OUT CROSS-VALIDATION

SUBJECT-INDEPENDENT PROTOCOL ON SEED DATABASE

Fig. 3. A comparison of emotion recognition performance with adjusted
input sizes to the proposed EEGFuseNet using leave-one-subject-out
cross-validation subject-independent protocol on DEAP database.

the corresponding emotion recognition performance in Fig. 3.
According to the network design, the kernel size in the first
convolution layer and the depthwise separable convolution
layer would be adaptively adjusted according to the input data
size. The results show a relative smaller input size of 32×384
perform the best, which is evident to cover almost of the
important information in the collected data and improve the
computation efficiency as well. If the input data size is further
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TABLE X
EMOTION RECOGNITION PERFORMANCE COMPARISON WITH DIFFERENT NETWORK CONFIGURATIONS USING LEAVE-ONE-SUBJECT-OUT

CROSS-VALIDATION SUBJECT-INDEPENDENT PROTOCOL ON DEAP DATABASE

TABLE XI
EMOTION RECOGNITION PERFORMANCE COMPARISON WITH DIFFERENT NETWORK CONFIGURATIONS USING LEAVE-ONE-SUBJECT-OUT

CROSS-VALIDATION SUBJECT-INDEPENDENT PROTOCOL ON MAHNOB-HCI DATABASE

TABLE XII
EMOTION RECOGNITION PERFORMANCE COMPARISON WITH

DIFFERENT NETWORK CONFIGURATIONS USING

LEAVE-ONE-SUBJECT-OUT CROSS-VALIDATION

SUBJECT-INDEPENDENT PROTOCOL ON SEED DATABASE

TABLE XIII
THE COMPUTATIONAL TIME (IN SECONDS) WITH AN ADJUSTED INPUT

SIZE USING LEAVE-ONE-SUBJECT-OUT CROSS-VALIDATION

SUBJECT-INDEPENDENT PROTOCOL ON DEAP DATABASE (η = 10)

reduced, a loss of information would lead to a significant
decrease in the recognition performance. For the original data
size (32 ×512), the corresponding kernel size and the number
of parameters in the network greatly increase compared to
the other input data sizes, which would also lead to a higher
chance of overfitting especially when the sample size is
not large enough. Furthermore, we verify the corresponding
computational time under different input sizes and report the
results in Table XIII. Here, the computational time is sep-
arately measured under EEGFuseNet training, EEGFuseNet
testing, and hypergraph decoding. The overall computational
time is also given. It is found that EEGFuseNet training time
is not much affected by the input size, but the computational
time of EEGFuseNet testing and hypergraph decoding increase
along with an increase of the input size. Note that after
model learning, the computational time reduces to seconds
level (11.36s ∼ 44.51s) which would be acceptable in real

Fig. 4. A comparison of emotion recognition performance with various
(a) θ and (b) η values using leave-one-subject-out cross-validation
subject-independent protocol on DEAP database.

applications. On the other hand, for hypergraph decoding
model, the effect of hyperedge size (κ) on emotion recognition
performance is also examined. We adjust κ value from 5 to
35 with a step of 5 and present the corresponding emotion
recognition performance in Fig. 4 (a). The results show the
performance is relative stable and less sensitive to the change
of κ value.

As present in Section III-C, we introduce a speed up
theorem with a hyperparameter η% to reduce the computation
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Fig. 5. The corresponding computational time (in seconds) when η
value varies from 1 to 15 using leave-one-subject-out cross-validation
subject-independent protocol on DEAP database.

complexity of hypergraph decoding. To evaluate the effect of η
on the model learning performance, we adjust the value to 1, 2,
3, 4, 5, 10, and 15, where the corresponding training data size
is 744, 1488, 2232, 2976, 3720, 7440 and 11160 samples (the
total training data candidates are 74400 samples). The emotion
recognition performance under different η values are shown in
Fig. 4 (b). It reveals that an increase of η value could generally
lead to a greater emotion recognition accuracy. For the case
of η = 2 achieving better performance than η = 3, it could be
the randomly selected training data of η = 2 probably share
similar patterns to the test data and less individual difference
are involved. The average computational time under different
η values is shown in Fig. 5. An increase of η value leads to an
exponential growth in the computational time, where the cost
time of hypergraph decoding is 1496s for η = 1 and 62466s
for η = 15. For the η value of 10, the computational time is
11718s. There is a trade-off between decoding performance
and computational time.

E. Conclusion

The aim of this paper is to present a theoretical and practical
method for valid and reliable feature characterization and
fusion of high-dimensional EEG signals in an unsupervised
manner. This paper offers a comprehensive and dedicated com-
parisons on the proposed EEGFuseNet with different specific
designs and configurations. The efficiency and effectivity of
the extracted features is demonstrated in an emotion recogni-
tion application. The results reveal that the proposed hybrid
EEGFuseNet (CNN-RNN-GAN based) systematically outper-
forms the other networks (CNN based, hybrid CNN-GAN, and
hybrid CNN-RNN), which also proves our original hypothesis
in the network design. Notably, the proposed characterization,
fusion and classification framework is a self-learning para-
digm, without any requirement on labelling information in
the training process. This work could serve as a foundational
framework for high-dimensional EEG study and assess the
validity of other unsupervised methods beyond non-stationary
time-series EEG signals. On the other hand, due to the lack
of label guidance, the performance of current unsupervised

results is still lower than those of the supervised methods.
There is still a need to further develop unsupervised algorithms
for EEG based emotion decoding applications and to enhance
the unsupervised performance. Especially for most real-world
applications, we don’t have the labels for data or we don’t
have a power platform in portable devices to support model
re-training when new data are coming. Thus, unsupervised
decoding methods would play a significant role for model
learning, updating and working.
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